Abstract Infinite time register machines (ITRMs) are register machines which act on natural numbers and which are allowed to run for arbitrarily many ordinal steps. Successor steps are determined by standard register machine commands. At limit times register contents are defined by appropriate limit operations. In this paper, we examine the ITRMs introduced by the third and fourth author (Koepke and Miller in Logic and Theory of Algorithms LNCS, pp. 306-315, 2008), where a register content at a limit time is set to the lim inf of previous register contents if that limit is finite; otherwise the register is reset to 0. The theory of these machines has several similarities to the infinite time Turing machines (ITTMs) of Hamkins and Lewis. The machines can decide all 1 1 sets, yet are strictly weaker than ITTMs. As in the ITTM situation, we introduce a notion of ITRM-clockable ordinals corresponding to the running times of computations. These form a transitive initial segment of the ordinals. Furthermore we prove a Lost Melody theorem: there is a real r such that there is a program P that halts on the empty input for all oracle contents and outputs 1 iff the oracle number is r , but no program can decide for every natural number n whether or not n ∈ r with the empty oracle. In an earlier paper, the third author considered another type of machines where registers were not reset at infinite lim inf's and he called them infinite time register machines. Because the resetting machines correspond much better to ITTMs we hold that in future the resetting register machines should be called ITRMs.
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The infinite time register machines studied in the present paper were introduced by the third and fourth author in [7] . The aim is to stretch standard register machines into the infinite in a way similar to the ITTMs of Joel D. Hamkins and Andy Lewis [2]: let the "standard hardware" of register machines run in transfinite ordinal time. Successor steps are determined by standard register machine commands. At limit times the register contents are defined using lim inf's of the previous register contents.
A crucial issue is the limit behavior when the lim inf is infinite. In a previous version (see [5] ), machines halted or "crashed" on encountering such an overflow; computability by those machines exactly corresponded to hyperarithmetic definitions. We obtain a stronger notion of computability by continuing computations beyond such crashes. So let register machines reset a register to 0 whenever it overflows. This defines richer descriptive classes which are in closer analogy with the ITTMdefinable classes. Resetting a register to 0 has some similarities to resetting Turing heads to position 0 at limit times. The added strength and the similarities to ITTMs motivate us to propose the name infinite time register machine for the machines in this paper. The machines defined in [5] by the third author could be called non-resetting infinite time register machines.
Indeed, ITRMs are strictly weaker then ITTMs: the halting problem for ITRMs can be decided by an ITTM (see Theorems 3 and 4 of [7] and also Theorem 4 of the present paper). This illustrates the phenomenon that notions of computability that have the same strength in the finite domain may differ markedly in the infinite. The classical equivalence of register and Turing computability rests on the fact that a finite tape inscription can be coded by a single integer, using standard arithmetical operations. In contrast the tape contents of an ITTM cannot in general be coded by finitely many integers or register contents. This explains the power of ITTMs in comparison with ITRMs.
A decisive component for the behavior of infinitary machines are the limit rules for updating the machine configuration at limit times. The ITRMs considered in the present paper are strictly stronger than the register machines in [5] because the present limit rule can be used to test for wellfoundedness (see Theorem 1). Infinitary register and Turing machines may, however, converge if "space" and "time" are increased to some admissible ordinal α or to the class Ord of all ordinal numbers (see [6, 8, 9] ).
